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•  ★ “Top Globalists Confess Plan to Conquer and Enslave the World”
“Alex Jones breaks down videos of David Rockefeller and Klaus Schwab planning to conquer the world 
as the clips highlight why he’s been trying to warn humanity of the eugenicist agenda for decades.”
* www.infowars.com/posts/video-top-globalists-confess-plan-to-conquer-and-enslave-the-world/ 

•  ★ “The Psychology of Fear and How Fear Is Weaponized Globally to Control Populations”
“ “When you are afraid, you'll take any train that's leaving the station, even if it's not going where you 
want to go.” In this episode, I sit down with Gavin de Becker, author of the 1997 bestseller “The Gift of 
Fear” and one of America’s leading security experts. He’s a three-time presidential appointee, and among 
his security firm’s clientele are people like Amazon founder Jeff Bezos. “When it is true fear, we get 
adrenaline, for example—that's the famous hormone. The less famous hormone is the brain chemical 
cortisol. And cortisol prepares the body for combat. It sends blood to the arms and the legs, it hardens the 
muscles, and it causes the blood to clot more quickly in case I'm stabbed or opened up in some way. And 
that's a great, wonderful resource to have. The problem is it's toxic,” Mr. de Becker says.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/gavin-de-becker-the-psychology-of-fear-and-how-fear-is-
weaponized-globally-5464815 

• “The One Globalist Lie Destroying Our Food System”
“An insect, according to the United Nations, might actually be your future dinner. Right now, globally, 
meat-related agriculture is being vilified for causing too much climate change, using too much land, using
up too much water, and so on. And so, as a part of the “green agenda” to fix these so-called problems, 
policies are being implemented across the world that are effectively handcuffing farmers, and sometimes 
even completely crippling their operations. If all of these meat farmers are put out of business in order to 
“save the planet,” what exactly are we going to eat? Where are people going to get their protein from?”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/the-one-globalist-lie-which-can-destroy-worlds-farmers-facts-matter-
5460624 

• “COVID 2.0 plandemic will be a TOTAL HOAX”
(Video)
* www.brighteon.com/7ca69acc-58f3-40f0-9576-b94bdcd1b13f 

• “Dr. David Martin: DON’T FEAR the Coming Lockdowns…the Cabal is Already DEAD”
(Video)
* rumble.com/v3ayta4-dr.-david-martin-dont-fear-the-coming-lockdowns-the-cabal-is-already-dead.html 

• “The Fact Check Files: Inside the secretive fact checking industry behind a foreign-funded bid to censor 
Voice debate
(Video)
“Two of Australia’s most powerful universities and a multi-billion dollar tech giant are fronting 
campaigns to silence news coverage of the Voice to influence the referendum, writes Jack Houghton.”
* www.skynews.com.au/business/media/the-fact-check-files-inside-the-secretive-and-lucrative-fact-
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• “Stress Is a Choice: Here’s How to Choose Calm”
“These 10 tips can give you a quick way to ease your daily load of stress and frustration.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/health/stress-is-a-choice-heres-how-to-choose-calm-5450393 

• “Creation of BRICS Currency to Rival US Dollar Is ‘Inevitable,’ Analysts Say”
“The possible establishment of a currency to rival the U.S. dollar won't be discussed at the 15th summit 
of the BRICS countries that begins in Johannesburg on Aug. 22, South African government officials have 
told The Epoch Times. However, this week’s meeting will herald the first step toward the establishment 
of a gold-backed BRICS currency designed to end what the bloc terms “U.S. dominance of global finance
structures,” according to some analysts. BRICS members are Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South 
Africa. The bloc was set up in 2009 to represent the interests of major emerging market economies.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/article/creation-of-brics-currency-to-rival-us-dollar-inevitable-say-analysts-
5477755 

• “America increasingly under attack from within and from the outside at the same time”
(Video)
* rumble.com/v39disp-america-increasingly-under-attack-from-within-and-from-the-outside-at-the-s.html

• “Men are lost. Here’s a map out of the wilderness”
“Once my curiosity was piqued, I could see a bit of curdling in some of the men around me, too. They 
struggled to relate to women. They didn’t have enough friends. They lacked long-term goals. Some guys 
— including ones I once knew — just quietly disappeared, subsumed into video games and porn or 
sucked into the alt-right and the web of misogynistic communities known as the “manosphere”.”
* www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2023/07/10/christine-emba-masculinity-new-model

• “Resources Are Actually Becoming More Abundant, Not Less—Here's Why”
““We buy things with money, but we really pay for them with our time. And so, that says that there's 
really two prices: there's the money price, but there's also a time price. Money prices are expressed in 
dollars and cents, but time prices are expressed in hours and minutes.” Gale Pooley is a former professor 
of business management at Brigham Young University in Hawaii, and the co-author of “Superabundance: 
The Story of Population Growth, Innovation, and Human Flourishing on an Infinitely Bountiful Planet.” 
“The economic underlying numbers of our fundamental basic commodities … that really give us these 
kinds of lives that we enjoy—those are all becoming much, much more abundant,” says Mr. Pooley…We 
discuss the flow of resources, wealth as a form of knowledge, and what Mr. Pooley calls the “original sins
of economics.” “The first original sin is that we conflated, or we equated, resources with atoms,” says Mr.
Pooley.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/gale-pooley-resources-are-actually-becoming-more-abundant-not-
less-heres-why-5475576 

• “YouTube to Censor Content Contradicting WHO Guidelines”
“YouTube has introduced a new “medical misinformation policy” that will censor any medical or health-
related content that doesn't align with claims made by the World Health Organization (WHO).”
* www.theepochtimes.com/article/youtube-to-censor-content-contradicting-who-guidelines-5472977 

• “How NewsGuard Became the Establishment Guard Against Independent Media”
“As di cult as it is to run an independent media outlet, there’s a company making it substantially harder. ffi
Its name is NewsGuard. The company claims to rate online content, including from media outlets, for 
trustworthiness, but a closer look shows it does much more than that—its business model produces 
censorious pressure on news organizations. An investigation by The Epoch Times has revealed troubling 
questions regarding the quality of and the agenda behind NewsGuard's o erings.”ff
* www.theepochtimes.com/article/how-newsguard-became-the-establishment-guard-against-independent-
media-5417756 
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• “The Dark Side of the Fertility Industry”
“Life is imperfect. We all have flaws, maybe physically, mentally, emotionally, or all of the above. It is 
what makes us human. There is a growing trend in the medical community, specifically the fertility 
industry, that is seeking to eliminate those flaws before people are born. Parents are making genetic 
choices about their children, designing them to be a certain way, which has led to the elimination of the 
unborn that don’t match up to the desired standards. The “prospective” children have “health scores” 
while they’re developing in utero. And this is what some are using to determine which embryo to choose. 
Not only does the fertility industry have this troubling trend going on, but it has worrying connections to 
communist China. Because of legal loopholes, essentially, China has developed a “rent-a-womb” industry
that pipelines children born of surrogates in the United States to “purchasing parents” in China. The 
problem: it is completely unregulated and untracked. Here to speak with us about this is Emma Waters, a 
research associate for the Richard and Helen DeVos Center for Life, Religion, and Family at The Heritage
Foundation. Her work focuses on marriage and family, the life issue, and assisted reproductive 
technology policy.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/the-dark-side-of-the-fertility-industry-emma-waters-5461321 

• “WHO Pandemic Treaty Will Not Override Sovereignty, Australian Government Says”
“The Australian government says the World Health Organisation's (WHO) new global health treaty will 
not override the country's sovereignty. Also known as the Pandemic Instrument or the WHO CA+, the 
pandemic preparedness treaty has faced scrutiny around the world due to the wording of its draft, which 
would make the Treaty binding on all signatories.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/world/who-pandemic-treaty-will-not-override-sovereignty-australian-
government-says-5458626 
BACKGROUND:  www.who.int/news/item/03-03-2023-countries-begin-negotiations-on-global-
agreement-to-protect-world-from-future-pandemic-emergencies 

• “Biden-led elite is weaponising climate change as a means of ‘coercion and control’”
“By stoking popular fear about the next supposed crisis, the US President is reading straight from the 
playbook of nanny-state authoritarianism, writes Nick Cater.”
* www.skynews.com.au/insights-and-analysis/just-like-they-did-with-covid-the-bidenled-elite-is-
weaponising-climate-change-to-convince-us-that-only-government-intervention-can-save-the-planet/
news-story/90d714d083f159e9081aec7e5adcac6a 

• “While Pushing ‘Centralized Digital Currency’ Here’s What Global Elites Are Really Doing”
“Right now, in terms of the future of money, it seems like the messaging from the the mainstream media, 
the elites gathered at the World Economic Forum, and central banks across the world, is that Central Bank
Digital Currencies (CBDC) will soon replace the cash in our pockets. And, of course, despite this being 
painted as a great convenience to the average person… in reality, having everyone on a central bank 
digital currency would allow the federal government to control our lives like never before. In theory, 
governments could make the money expire, so you would have to use it before a certain date. They could 
make the money unusable in certain industries, such as, for instance, the gun industry. And also, if the 
technology develops further, they could tie the digital money to some other type of profile that you have 
in the system — sort of like what they do in China with their “social credit” scores.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/while-pushing-centralized-digital-currency-heres-what-global-elites-
are-really-doing-facts-matter-5449767 

• “Should We Fear Worldcoin?”
“The Worldcoin Foundation is trying to solve the problem of PoP 2, but some critics aren’t buying it. 
Worldcoin was founded in 2019 by Sam Altman, the CEO of OpenAI, whose stated mission is to “create 
safe AGI [artificial general intelligence] that benefits all humanity.” Worldcoin’s objectives include 
“establish[ing] universal access to the global economy,” “becom[ing] the world's largest human identity 
and financial network,” and “establishing a place for all of us to benefit in the age of AI.””
* www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/should-we-fear-worldcoin-5447298 
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• “The US Electrical Grid: Achilles Heel of the World?”
“On this episode of International Reporters Roundtable, we look at the U.S. electrical grid. It’s the largest
machine in the world. One pitfall of cheap, abundant energy is that we can’t live without it. Less 
developed nations might fare a lot better in a grid-down scenario, but according to the Department of 
Homeland Security, 90 percent of the U.S. population could die within a year of total grid collapse… 
Some U.S. power companies buy transformers—the backbone of the electric grid—from China. In 2020, 
we took one apart and found a back door: malware giving the Chinese Communist Party power to turn off
our lights. The power grid is America's life support system. But lack of resilience, insufficient 
maintenance, and outdated standards make our grid the Achilles heel of the world. If the U.S. economy 
goes down, it drags the world down with it.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/the-us-electrical-grid-achilles-heel-of-the-world-5446962 
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